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CORRELATION BETWEEN REACTION MECHANISM,KINETIC ENERGY RELEASE AND NEUTRONEMISSION IN 40Ar+159Tb COLLISIONAT 9.5 MeV/NUCLEON�E. Kozika, J. Bªokib, A. Budzanowskia, J. Galin, D. Hilsherd,H. Homeyerd, U. Jahnked, T. Kozike and Z. Sosinea H.Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Craow, Polandb Soªtan Institute for Nulear Studies, �wierk05-400 Otwok, Poland GANIL, 14021 Caen Cedex, Franed Hahn-Meitner Institut für Kernforshung1000 Berlin 39, Germanye Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Craow, Poland(Reeived Otober 5, 1998)Multipliities of neutrons using 4� detetion system aompanyingprojetile-like fragments in 40Ar+159Tb ollision were measured. For thesystem studied the results suggest a broad range of reation mehanisms.The experimental results were ompared with preditions of the randomwalk model supplemented by a statistial evaporation.PACS numbers: 25.70.Hi, 25.70.Lm1. IntrodutionLast two deades of extensive investigations of heavy ion ollisions haveled to a good understanding of the mehanism of these reations. In the lowenergy domain we have two main proesses, namely ompound nuleus for-mation for low impat parameters and a seond lass of binary proesses forlarger impat parameters. In binary proesses two exited heavy produtsome out from the ollision arrying almost all nuleons of the system. A siz-able part of the entrane hannel kineti energy is dissipated and onvertedinto internal exitation of both massive produts. Similarly, the available� This work was supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN), Grant No 2P03B 126 15. (139)
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140 E. Kozik et al.orbital angular momentum is partly shared between spins of the outgoingnulei. Later on the hot primary fragments ool down by the emission oflight harged partiles,  rays and neutrons. The relative strength of thesedeay modes is determined by the exitation energy, spin and isospin num-ber of the parent nuleus. As the exited fragments deay predominantly vianeutron emission measurements of neutrons ourring in the reation mayprovide a wealthy information about reation mehanisms and exitationenergy of the studied system.At low energies the individual nuleon�nuleon interation plays negli-gible role due to the suppressive in�uene of the Pauli priniple. Instead,the mean �eld of the system indues in both diretions �ow of nuleonsthrough the window opened between the target and the projetile resultingin an e�etive mass transfer. These phenomena are referred to one-bodydissipation [1℄ and in the next phase are followed by reseparation of the din-ulear system into projetile-like and target-like fragments. This lassialapproah an provide average values for the kineti energy, mass, hargeand other exit hannel observables. Moments of the distribution of theseobservables may be obtained after an expliit inlusion of �utuations. Inframe of the transport theory for dissipative ollisions we may obtain thesemoments by solving the Fokker�Plank equation [2℄.In the region of intermediate energies the individual nuleon�nuleon in-terations as well as the mean �eld e�ets are important. The semi-lassialtreatment of the problem is redued to the solution of appropriate kinetiequations. The Boltzmann�Uehling�Uhlenbek (BUU) equation [3, 4℄ is anexample of the transport equation whih ontains both the mean �eld andnuleon�nuleon interation. It has also been alled the Vlasov�Uehling�Uhlenbek equation (VUU) [5℄ or the Landau�Vlasow equation (LV) [6℄. Alarge number of degrees of freedom involved in these mirosopi alula-tions auses severe numerial di�ulties resulting in inevitable loss of somedetailed information.In partiular great di�ulties are present in desribing peripheral olli-sions by those mirosopi transport models whereas less sophistiated mod-els were found to be quite adequate for explaining many aspets of the ol-lisions. In this work we have applied one of these simpli�ed methods basedon the random walk model of Harvey [7℄ and Cole [8℄, supplemented withseveral improvements [9�11℄.The paper is organized as follows: in Setion 2 a brief overview of ex-perimental setup is presented. Setion 3 ontains a short desription of theapplied model. The omparison of the model preditions and experimentaldata will be found in Setion 4. Setion 5 presents the disussion onerningthe preditive power of the random walk model and Setion 6 ontains theonlusions.



Correlation Between Reation Mehanism, Kineti Energy... 1412. Experimental setup and experimental resultsThe 380 MeV 40Ar beam provided by the VICKSI heavy ion aeleratorof Hahn-Meitner Institute was foused on the 524 �g/m2 159Tb selfsup-porting target. The detetor setup onsisted of two systems with the follow-ing speial destination: (1) the projetile-like fragments (PLF) onventional�E�E Si detetor of 25 �m and 1000�m thikness, respetively, positionedat 14.5Æ with respet to the beam axis in horizontal plane, (2) the sintilla-tor tank of 1 m diameter �lled with 500 l of Gd-loaded toluene used for 4�neutron detetion. The average detetion e�ieny of neutrons measuredin oinidene with PLF's was determined in the present experiment to be82%. Details of experimental setup are desribed elsewhere [9, 10℄.The orrelation of PLF kineti energy, EPLF, (Emin=30 MeV and 150MeV for ZPLF=7 and 20, respetively) and neutron multipliity, Mn wasmeasured for ZPLF = 7 � 20 and Mn = 0 � 14. A omplete desription ofexperimental results may be found in Ref. [9℄.3. Random walk modelThe model takes into aount in a onsistent way both mean �eld e�etsand nuleon�nuleon interations with an expliit inlusion of Pauli bloking.The peripheral and less peripheral ollisions are treated on the same footingso that a transition from quasi-elasti to deep inelasti ollisions proeeds ina ontinuous way.The model assumes that the transfer of nuleons an be deomposed intotwo phases. First, two potentials orresponding to the projetile and to thetarget start to overlap and a ertain amount of nuleons is perturbed andbrought from the bound state of one of the potential wells to virtual statesof partiipants of the reation. At this stage of the reation three groups ofnuleons are reated. Two groups are omposed of the undisturbed nuleonsbelonging to the projetile and to the target. They have no hane to leavetheir potential wells in ourse of the reation development. The third grouponsists of the virtually disturbed nuleons, whih belong neither to theprojetile nor to the target. They may be onsidered as bounded by theentire system. In the seond step of the reation nuleons from the thirdgroup, ommon for the projetile and target, are transferred either to theprojetile- or target-residua, or to the ontinuum. This deay is governedby the density of �nal states, introduing the driving fator, whih dependson the available phase spae. It should be noted that this senario of thenuleon transfer an not be identi�ed with the assumption of the two-stepmehanism of the reation. This approah is applied only in order to makefeasible the introdution of all fators, whih are onsidered to be of thegreatest importane for the mass transfer in heavy ion ollisions.



142 E. Kozik et al.It is therefore a ruial task of the model to determine the number ofnuleons disturbed during the ollision and exited to the virtual states,Nvirt, and the probability of the transition from the virtual to the �nalstates.The dynamis of the ollision, preeding the statistial deexitation of thereation produts, is treated as a binary proess. In the model the ollidingheavy ions move along lassial trajetories determined by the Coulomb andnulear mean �elds. When ions are su�iently lose proesses our, whihmodify the potential and the linear and angular momenta, aording to themass and momentum exhange. The statistial proess of the random walkis assumed to take plae at the distane of the losest approah to alulatethe transferred mass and transferred momentum.In the low energy domain a strong in�uene of the Pauli priniple impliesthat the mean �eld desription is the most adequate. As a onsequene of alose ontat between interating nulei the potential shape an evolve in theway whih lowers the mean �eld barrier bounding nuleons in the projetileor in the target. Therefore the shape evolution of the self onsistent �eldis responsible for distortion of the nuleon loalization. The mean �eldbarrier lowered by the approah of two ions reates a hane for the nuleontransition to the virtual state. The probability density of this transitionevolves along the movement of the interating ions along their trajetories.For higher relative veloities of olliding heavy ions another mode ofnuleon exitation is taking over. These are two-body nuleon�nuleon in-terations, whih are now not stritly prohibited by the Pauli priniple.The proper treatment of this problem requires the solution of the quantummany body time dependent Shrödinger equation. Beause it is pratiallynot feasible various approximate methods are used. Following the modelof Cole [8℄, it is assumed that the number of disturbed nuleons may beexpressed by an average number of nuleon�nuleon elementary interationsat given impat parameter, b. In the present model the following modi�a-tions were made. The �rst re�nement is the replaement of the mean rosssetion of the nuleon�nuleon interation and mean densities by the loalross setion and the loal densities of olliding nulei, orresponding to theloal Fermi momentum. The seond modi�ation onerns the inlusion ofthe energy of internal motion of nuleons in addition to the energy of therelative motion of nulei. In the ase of low bombarding energy and/or oftwo interpenetrating nulei at small impat parameter the Pauli blokinge�et is inluded.In the next step of the reation nuleons from the virtual states (exitedby means of one- or two-body interation) are transferred either to PLF,TLF with a probability proportional to the density of the �nal states inboth ions, or to the ontinuum.



Correlation Between Reation Mehanism, Kineti Energy... 143Aording to the above presriptions one an alulate the net masstransferred in the ollision aused by one- and two-body interations.In the early theoretial study of the deep inelasti ollisions purely maro-sopi models were used. Most of them an predit the total exitation en-ergy but not the exitation energy division between the reation partners.For this reason the presented model invokes the fundamental mirosopiproesses to be responsible for the onversion of the available energy in theexitation energy of reation produts separately.In the model it is assumed that the only elementary proess ausing theenergy dissipation is the nuleon exhange between binary reation partii-pants. The total exitation energy is absorbed by the both primary produtsof the binary reation in an a priori unknown proportion. The origin of theexitation energy was assigned in general to three soures. The �rst is theonversion of the kineti energy of the relative motion into internal degreesof freedom by one-body or two-body dissipation. The other ontributionsome from the potential energy release and the ground state Q value of areation. It was assumed that eah of these three forms of the energy anbe divided between PLF and TLF in di�erent, individual way.As in the Fermi gas model the exitation energy of a nuleus is alulatedas the di�erene between the sum of the kineti energies of all individualnuleons in the atual state of PLF and the similar sum in the groundstate. Following Siemens et al. [12℄ it is assumed that the veloities of theindividual nuleons are una�eted by the transfer proess. This enables theuse of entrane hannel momenta of the transferred nuleons for the purposeof alulating the �nal exitation energy. Next the orretion is added to theexitation energy alulated by the above presription. This orretion isonneted with the fat that nuleon is bound by the mean �eld of the donornuleus so as a result of the nuleon transfer the mean �eld is disturbed andone an assign an additional donor nuleus exitation to this disturbaneequal to the mean binding energy of nuleon in the donor nuleus. Thisenergy, we assume, is generated from the kineti energy of the transferrednuleons. As a onsequene the exitation energy of the aepting nuleushas to be hanged exatly by the same value.The problem of the Q division was solved in frame of the liquid dropmodel of the nuleus. The leading term of the mass formula, the volumeenergy, expresses the fat that the density of the nulear matter is approx-imately independent on the mass A of the nuleus. This term thereforerepresents the binding energy in the limiting ase of the large A, isospinequilibrium N = Z, and no Coulomb interation. Therefore one an divideQ in proportion to the masses of the reation produts, assuming, that thethermal apaity of a nuleus is roughly proportional to its mass.



144 E. Kozik et al.The question of the dissipation of the potential energy was investigatedadopting two extreme senarios. In the �rst one it was assumed that theentire potential energy di�erene is not dissipated at all, but instead it isonverted into the �nal kineti energy of the relative motion. In a ompletelydi�erent approah one an assume that the entire potential energy release istotally onverted into the exitation energy. This idea is supported by theopportunity of the exitation of olletive states what means aumulationof the released potential energy in the deformation degrees of freedom inthe exit hannel. Besides, using again arguments of the proportionality ofthe heat apaity to the mass of the absorber, it was assumed that poten-tial energy release is divided between PLF and TLF in proportion to theirmasses. The results for both extreme senarios have been investigated for40Ar+159Tb reation at Ein=380 MeV by means of numerial simulations.The observed disrepany between both results fell below the experimentalunertainty due to the fat that the dissipation of the potential energy ismuh smaller than the kineti energy damping.4. Neutron multipliity � PLF energy dependeneIn the previous paper the desription of experimental harge distributionof reation produts using random walk model was presented [10℄. Anotherhek onerning the random walk model may be provided by the omparisonof experimentally obtained neutron multipliity aompanying the PLF'swith the number of neutrons predited by the model alulations. In order totighten onstraints imposed on this omparison neutron multipliity versusPLF kineti energy in two dimensional spae was studied.The neutron multipliity dependene on the ejetile kineti energy inthe whole range of the measured Z-values is observed (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)).The general harater of this dependene is unique for produts lose tothe projetile. The proesses with small energy damping and low neutronmultipliity are overwhelming other exit hannels. The most damped olli-sions onsequently are aompanied by the highest neutron multipliity. Forlowest harges of ejetiles (Z � 13) the events haraterized by the high-est neutron multipliity, indiating on the strong energy damping, dominatequantitatively. The relative intensity of events grouped in the viinity ofthe beam veloity, aompanied by the small neutron multipliity inreaseswith dereasing Z. The third lass of events is observed at lowest kinetienergies below two-body exit hannel Coulomb barrier and small neutronmultipliity and it exhibits a nearly onstant relative intensity in the wholerange of the harge Z � 13.In ontour plots (Fig. 1(a)) of experimentally obtained events as a fun-tion of the measured PLF kineti energy, EPLF, and the neutron multipliity,
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146 E. Kozik et al.
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Correlation Between Reation Mehanism, Kineti Energy... 147Mn, the blak points denote the results obtained from the model alula-tions. Hot primary fragments, resulting from the random walk model, havebeen deexited along the deay hain using the evaporation ode GEM-INI [13℄ where neutron, proton, �-partile, -ray and heavy luster emissionis taken into aount. Events resulting from the alulations were �lteredaording to the onditions inherent to the experimental setup. The leadingfators in�uening this proedure were related to the limited aeptane ofthe PLF detetor (�lab = 14:5Æ� 1:7Æ) and to the mean e�ieny of a singleneutron registration (< " >=0.82), whih was on-line monitored during theexperiment with the 252Cf alibrated �ssion soure. The e�ieny depen-dene on the neutron energy has been taken into aount and the detetionprobability has been evaluated from the e�ieny urve [14, 15℄, showing theontinuous derease with inreasing energies of neutrons. This dependene(in our ase the diameter of the sintillator tank was 100 m) is signi�anteven for large detetors, although the e�ieny dereases with the energyweaker than in smaller neutron detetors. The Monte Carlo simulation wasperformed for eah event resulting from the model alulations. The de-tetion of any single neutron oming from the sequential deay of the TLFor PLF from the same event was onsidered as a statistially independentproess governed by the e�ieny orresponding to the neutron energy. Themultipliities obtained in this way have been used for the omparison withthe experimental data.Taking into aount (i) the harge number of the measured ejetile, (ii)the main loalization of experimentally obtained yield in the Mn vs EPLFspae, (iii) the onformity of the experimental data and model preditions,one an distinguish three regions of Z values.As one an see in Fig. 1(a) the satisfatory agreement of model predi-tions with experimental data is observed for ejetiles with 14 � Z � 18,whih at most originate from binary, peripheral ollisions. The positions ofmaxima and the ridges of experimentally obtained ontour plots are wellreprodued by the model. The broadening of the experimental distributionsobserved with dereasing Z-values in theMn vs EPLF spae is also preditedby the model. For PLF's with these harge numbers the experimentallyobtained yield at high kineti energies is predominant. These PLF's arepredited by the random walk model mainly as the primary ones, the evap-oration of PLF's heavier than the seondary ejetile and the evaporationof the ompound nuleus and TLF ontribute insigni�antly into the rosssetion. The last two proesses are predited by the model as events at lowand medium kineti energies of fragments aompanied by the high neutronmultipliity.



148 E. Kozik et al.The pik-up hannels produing PLF's slightly heavier than the proje-tile show some dissimilarities to the stripping hannels. The disrepaniesobserved between the experimental data and the model originate mainlyfrom the general underestimation of the dissipative strength of these han-nels in the alulations. The ridge of the ontour plot is quite well repro-dued, but the position of maximum is in disagreement with experimentaldata. The model fails for the lass of events assoiated with medium andhigh neutron multipliity and with a notieable energy dissipation, dominat-ing in the experimental data, espeially for ZPLF = 20. As was mentionedin the previous setion the inherent features of the random walk model mayextort the impossibility of the orret desription of the data onerningthe exit hannel fragments heavier than the projetile. Due to the di�er-enes of the available phase spae in the PLF and TLF primary exit hannelstates, the nuleon �ow from the virtual states towards the heavier systemis favoured. It results in the dominant prodution of the stripped proje-tiles what is distintly pronouned by the asymmetry of the yield of thefragments lighter and heavier than the projetile. Hene, in the elementaldistribution the signi�ant underestimation of the experimentally obtainedyield of PLF with Z=20 is observed. However the integrated yield of frag-ments with Z=19 predited by the model is in overall agreement with theexperimental data, the apparent shortoming of the alulations is seen inthe struture of energy dissipation. The region of medium and low kinetienergies su�ers from an underestimation in theMn vs EPLF spae, as is seenin Fig. 1(a).For the ejetiles with Z � 13 the �nal yields of the predited hargedistribution ontain important ontribution from heavier primary fragmentdeays (see Fig. 3 of Ref. [10℄). This ontribution inreases with dereasingZ value of the ejetile, whereas the ontribution of the primary proesses isstrongly redued. In frames of the model the primary ejetiles with Z � 9are not predited at all and they entirely result from a seondary evaporationof heavier, hot fragments. Results of random walk model alulations sup-plemented by the seondary evaporation are onentrated in theMn vs EPLFspae in the region of the low and medium neutron multipliity and theyare spread over the whole onsidered energy range. They orrespond mainlyto the evaporation of two massive fragments from the hot projetile or PLFaompanied by a few evaporated neutrons (mainly from exited TLF). Theresults of the model alulations on�rm the idea, that fragments far in Zfrom the projetile may origin from break-up or prompt �ssion of the hotprojetile or PLF. The experimentally obtained yield orresponding to thehighest number of neutrons is signi�antly underestimated by the model inthe region of a small ejetile harge number. These events are predited asa result of the ompound nuleus or the TLF evaporation of massive frag-



Correlation Between Reation Mehanism, Kineti Energy... 149ment aompanied by the emission of neutrons, and they are loalized in theviinity of highest neutron multipliity under onsideration. The intensityof these events is still small and the experimentally obtained maxima in on-tour plots at medium kineti energies of ejetiles and high neutron numberare not generated by the model.5. DisussionComparison of the model preditions with the experimentally obtainedharge distribution and Mn � EPLF orrelation for 40Ar+159Tb reation at380 MeV shows that the random walk model with the phase spae fators,supplemented by the evaporation ode, reprodues very well the experi-mental results for fragments with atomi numbers 14 � Z � 18. Thesefragments originate mostly from binary distant ollisions as primary frag-ments. In peripheral ollisions the overlap between potentials of the targetand the projetile is small and well de�ned dinulear system is formed. Thereation partiipants remain at the strong interation ontat for a shortpassage time limited by the size of the system and by the relative veloityof the nulei. Therefore the reation is on�ned to the exhange of a smallnumber of nuleons and to the dissipation of a small fration of the availableenergy. The minor mass rearrangement omparing to the size of the nulearsubsystems allows to treat the exhange proess as a sequene of mutuallyindependent single nuleon transfers. The idea whih takes into aountdi�erent probabilities for a nuleon going to and out of the target or theprojetile is positively veri�ed by the omparison with experimental data.These di�erent probabilities are aused by di�erent sizes of the availablephase spae in heavier and lighter ions. The �ow of nuleons is favoured inthe diretion from the projetile to the target and PLF's lighter than theprojetile are produed preferably.The ejetiles with 7 � Z � 13, for whih with dereasing ejetile hargenumber the features of a binary peripheral ollisions diminish, origin as wellfrom nonbinary proesses, e.g. projetile or PLF's break-up, as from moreentral binary ollisions. For this lass of ollisions taking plae at smallimpat parameter the interation time (sometimes longer than the rotationperiod of the dinulear system) is long enough to transfer a large amount ofthe mass and in outome the signi�ant amount of the energy is dissipated.In the light of the above onsiderations disrepanies between the modelpreditions and the experimental data are antiipated and understood. The�rst shortoming is related to the sope of the model whih subtends onlythe binary ollisions. The seond one is related to the inherent feature of themodel, that the nuleons are transferred in a random walk mode onsideringeah partiular nuleon transfer as a proess statistially independent on



150 E. Kozik et al.any other preeding or following nuleon transfer. This assumption maybe not valid for the massive transfer where more orrelated proesses areexpeted or during the sequene of transfers the donor and aeptor nuleimay gradually and signi�antly hange their properties. This situation isanalogous to the thermodynamial heat transport between two �nite vesselsin ontat.

Fig. 2. Number of nuleons disturbed to the virtual states by means of one-body(left panel) and two-body (right panel) interations as a funtion of impat param-eter b.In Fig. 2 the dependene of the number of nuleons disturbed to virtualstates, Nvirt, on the impat parameter, b, given by the model is presented.The formation of long lived dinulear system for 40Ar+159Tb reation atEin=240 MeV is manifested by the rapid and enormous enlargement of thenumber of nuleons partiipating in ollisions aused by mean �eld e�ets.The orbiting at given impat parameter orresponding to the angular mo-mentum l = lorbit allows to transfer a onsiderable amount of the mass andto onvert a large fration of the relative kineti energy into the internal de-grees of freedom. In frames of the model the e�etive potential derived fromthe stati proximity formulas [16℄ does not support the neessary onditionsfor the orbiting sattering at energy 380 MeV, ourring at energy 240 MeV(Fig. 2). The lassial de�etion funtion for 40Ar+159Tb reation at 380MeV does not ontain any singularities resulting in rather smooth depen-dene of Nvirt vs b, as seen in Fig. 2. As a onsequene, in the exit hannelthe primary fragments very far in Z from the projetile do not our and theexitation energy deposited in primary fragments is insu�ient to evaporatethe high number of neutrons obtained experimentally. In fat, frition foresat the initial stages of ollision may redue the entrane hannel energy andangular momentum to the level, for whih the orbiting is not anymore pro-



Correlation Between Reation Mehanism, Kineti Energy... 151hibited, what is out of the model onsiderations. It is also negleted in themodel that at violent heavy ion ollisions the entrane hannel deformationof the nulei may ause the nulear part of the potential to beome virtuallyhanged. It an result in an appearane of the potential barrier of the heightmathing the entrane hannel kineti energy of the relative motion, whatis neessary for the orbiting.Conluding, for ejetiles lose in Z to the projetile the model supple-mented by the statistial evaporation gives the suessful desription of thedata. The ommon feature for Z � 13 is the underestimation of the datain the region of high neutron multipliity. The predited exitation energyof the primary fragments is insu�ient to generate with appropriate inten-sity the events at medium kineti energies assoiated with medium and highneutron multipliity, dominating in the experimental data. The quantitativeunderestimation of the theoretial yield in this region of Mn vs EPLF spaefor the ejetiles lighter than Si ions may be attributed to the presene of thephenomena whih are out of sope of the model. It subtends primary binaryperipheral and inner peripheral ollisions but does not extend to the forma-tion of the long lived dinulear systems at the onsidered inident energy.The break-up of the hot projetile or PLF is out of the framework of themodel, however the results of massive fragment evaporation from the exitedejetiles follow the experimental data for the lightest measured ejetiles inthe region of low neutron multipliities in the Mn vs EPLF spae.6. SummaryThe model learly shows up quite well agreement with the experimentalharge distribution (Fig. 3 of Ref. [10℄) and provides the orrelation betweenthe neutron multipliity, Mn, and the PLF kineti energy, EPLF (Fig. 1(a)).A good agreement is found between the experimental data and the modelalulations, exept the lightest fragments deteted in the 40Ar+159Tb rea-tion. This disrepany is understood beause the data in this region of Z areomposed of variety of reation mehanisms whih partly are out of sopeof the presented model. Beause some of the ejetiles deteted in the exper-iment an result from a binary break-up of the hot projetile or PLF's, onlythrough more exlusive experiments the ontribution to the ross setion ofthese ejetiles may be disentangled.The other main shortoming is related to the failure of the predition ofprodution of fragments heavier than the projetile. Model assumption thatnuleons in the ourse of the ollision of two ions are transferred in a waywhih re�ets the size of the available phase spae in both nulei favourstoo intensively the nuleon �ow in the diretion from the projetile to thetarget. This leads to the underestimation of the experimental yield of PLF'sheavier than the projetile.
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